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SWIMMING AND WATER SAFETY - Advanced (Developing
competent swimmers)
About the unit
In this unit children focus on swimming more fluently, improving their swimming strokes and learning personal survival techniques. In all swimming activities, children
have to keep afloat and propel themselves through water. Learning to swim enables them to take part in a range of water based activities.

Where the unit fits in
In the next swimming unit, children will further develop a wider range of stokes. They will learn how to use these strokes in different situations, including appropriate
use for personal survival situations. They will learn to swim further and for longer periods of time, developing their overall level of fitness. They will improve their
personal survival techniques and take on specific tasks and challenges linked to work in outdoor and adventurous activities

Vocabulary
In this unit children will
as:
• Front crawl
• Back crawl
• Breaststroke
• Floating •
• Sculling •
• Surface diving
• Tuck jump

Resources
have an opportunity to use a range of words and phrases, such
•
Pull, push, kick
•
Lie flat, streamlined
•
Breathe
Turning
Slide entry
•
Straddle entry

•
•
•
•
•
•

Swimming floats
Bricks and weighted hoops
Pool dividers
Floating markers
Balls and other floating equipment
Timing and recording devices

Expectations: When carrying out the type of activities and tasks in this unit..
Most children will able
to:

Swim between 50 and 100 metres and keep swimming for 45 to 90 seconds; use a variety of different strokes, swimming on their
front and back; control their breathing; swim confidently and fluently on the surface and under water; work well in groups to solve
specific water safety problems and challenges; sharing work fairly; recognise how swimming affects their body, and pace their
efforts to meet different challenges; suggest activities and practices to help improve their own performance.

Some Children will not
have made so much
progress. They will be
able to:

Swim between 20 and 50 metres unaided; keep swimming for 30 and 45 seconds, using swimming aids and support; use a variety of
basic arm and leg actions when on their front and on their back; swim on the surface and under water; take part in group solving
activities linked to personal survival; recognise how their body reacts and feels when swimming; recognise and concentrate on what
they need to improve.

Some children will have
progressed further.
They will be able to:

Swim further than 100 metres; swim fluently and confidently for over 90 seconds; use all three strokes with control; swim short
distances using butterfly; breathe so that the pattern of their swimming is not interrupted; perform a wide range of personal
survival techniques confidently; know what different tasks demand of their body, and pace their efforts well to meet challenges;
describe good swimming technique, show and explain it to others
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Learning Objectives
Acquiring and Developing Skills
Children Should Learn

Possible teaching Activities

•
How to perform reach and throw
rescues.
•
Evaluate the equipment and
techniques according to their suitability in
different situation

•
Know and explain their strengths and the areas to work on.
•
Analyse others techniques.
•
Suggest ways they and others can improve.
•
Describe the techniques of each type of rescue.
•
Demonstrate appropriate methods of reach and throw rescues.
•
Explain the different ways of rescuing swimmers, whilst keeping themselves safe at all times • Describe why they
chose to use a particular method of rescue.

Selecting, Applying Skills, Tactics and Compositional Ideas
Children Should Learn
•
•
•

Applying the correct solution within water
safety situations.
Apply the correct equipment to rescue
swimmers from different situations.
Evaluate approaches used and suggest
alternative approaches

Possible teaching Activities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Describe how they met challenges and tasks set.
Demonstrate HELP and HUDDLE positions.
Analyse the techniques used.
Set targets to improve performance.
Explain why they chose specific equipment in different situations.
Demonstrate how to perform a throwing and reaching rescue, and when you would use them.

Knowledge an Understanding of Fitness and Health
Children Should Learn
•
What they need to do to improve their
fitness in swimming
•
Why and how to prepare themselves
for swimming
•
Why physical activity is good for their
health

Possible teaching Activities
•
Teach pupils warm‐up and training activities that will help prepare them for swimming. Concentrate on activities that
develop power and stamina. Help them to recognise which joints need the greatest mobility for swimming. Talk to them about
how swimming regularly will develop their confidence, strength and stamina.
•
Listen to pupils’ ideas on getting ready and warming up for swimming and on how swimming can be used to help
them get fitter and feel better. Ask pupils to select some of their own activities to put into a training routine. Teach them the
basic principles of training.

Evaluating and Improving Performance
Children Should Learn
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Possible teaching Activities

•
•
•
•

Describe how they met challenges and
tasks set.
Analyse the techniques used.
Set targets to improve performance.
Explain why they chose specific equipment
in different situations.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Help pupils to use their analysis of others' technique to set targets and practices for improvement.
Teach the pupils to strive to improve their own skills and techniques, showing increasing efficiency and effectiveness.
Help them to recognise the stages of each skill and the stage that they have achieved and where they need to go next.
Give the pupils opportunities to improve specific skills.
Teach the pupils to communicate their ideas clearly to others.
Identify what makes a skill or action successful and make simple judgments about their own and others' performance.
Use this information to plan how to improve.
Use key words related to the activity.
Ask relevant questions in order to make progress.
Listen carefully to what others say about their work.
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